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SGA Propounds New 
Phrasing Of Constitution 
"Or in his absence by the secretary" 
is the phrase which would be added 
to section 2 of the Student Govern- 
ment Constitution under the change 
proposed in the monthly meeting of 
the student   body. 
Thus, section 2 would read: (a) 
"The Honor Council shall meet at 
least once a month, and at any other 
times deemed necessary by the chair- 
man, or in his absence by the sec- 
retary." (b) "The chairman, or in his 
absence the; secretary, shall also call 
a meeting upon the request of a ma- 
jority of the members of the council." 
The proposing of this change in the 
Constitution set off a bombardment 
of proposals. It was suggested that 
the tea room might profit by selling 
cigarettes, and that the student body 
would appreciate having no classes the 
Friday prior to exams. 
Questions followed in rapid suc- 
cession, "Why can't we sign out for 
spending the night in other dorms 
after four, signing out with our own 
housemother and in with the other?", 
"Why can't underclassmen eat down 
town on Sunday nights?',' and "Why 
can't the phone be replaced on the 
first floor of Alumnae?" 
Betty Hiner, President of S. G. A., 
agreed to look into the suggestions 
and report the results at the next 
meeting. 
Prizes Climax 
Dorm Contest 
Climaxing the excitement of the 
contest for the best decorated dormi- 
tory and sorority house on campus 
was the presentation of the prize im- 
mediately preceding the May Day 
ceremonies. 
Honors went to Sheldon Hall and 
Messick House in the forms of a card 
table and an album of records respec- 
tively. 
Nottingham  Castle 
Sheldon was decorated as Notting- 
ham Castle with shields adorning the 
door and a crown on the gables. Mul- 
ticolored streamers decorated the 
door way and the interior, while the 
lamp post was disguised as a page 
guarding the  entrance. 
Messick carried out the tReme of a 
garden in May. An archway covered 
with roses served as the entrance to 
the garden in which was featured an 
overturned wheelbarrow of flowers. 
Flowers also lined the walk-way^and 
crepe paper streamers decorating the 
porch added to the effect. 
Ceremonies Inside 
In the afternoon due to rain the 
May Day program was held in Wil- 
son auditorium which was filled to 
capacity by the spectators. With the 
appearance of the May Queen, Jean- 
ette Cocke, her Maid of Honor, Con- 
nie Somerville, and her court, the 
great expectations of all were realized. 
Dances presented by classes, groups 
of the Physical Education Depart- 
ment, and Modern Dance Club furn- 
ished further entertainment for the 
occasion. Robin Hood in person was 
there to crown her highness with 
a   wreath   of   white   blossoms. 
The Maids to the Queen and their 
attendents were attired in pastel gowns 
of marquisette appropriate for spring. 
(Continued Page S, Col. 5) 
Business Club 
Selects Carter 
After two weeks of suspense, Julia 
Carter was tapped president of the 
Business Club at the annual club ban- 
quent held Thursday, May 10. 
Other officers chosen for 1951-52 
were Reid Waggy, vice president; 
Anne Smith, secretary; Bill Bowman, 
treasurer; and Betty Parrish. reporter. 
At the banquet, held in Senior Hall, 
Dorothy Barger served as mistress of 
ceremonies. Mr. Overton Lee, Court 
Reporter, was guest speaker. Other 
special guests were President and 
Mrs. G. Tyler  Miller and Mrs.  Lee. 
Entertainment for the banquet was 
provided by Anne Reed, Anne Dove, 
and Betty Lee Jenkins, who furnished 
special music. 
Others who helped prepare for the 
banquet were Jean Roe and Elizabeth 
Mays, who made the programs and 
Joyce Jones and Anna Belle Shuler, 
who made the place cards. 
Retiring officers of the club are 
Dorothy Lawson, president; Julia 
Carter, vice president; Juanita Hollo- 
man, secretary; Roberta Bolen, treas- 
urer; and Ann Gilbert, reporter. 
CALENDAR 
Saturday, May 12— 
Movie—"Our Very Own" 
Informal dance in Reed Gym. 
Sunday, May 13— 
College   Orchestra   Spring   Concert, 
Wilson Auditorium 3:30-5:30 p. m. 
Monday, May 14— 
Junior   "Y,"     East    Room,    Senior 
Hall, 6:30-7:15 p.  m. 
Tuesday, May 15— 
Music   Recital,   Wilson   Aud.  6:30- 
10 p. m. v 
A. C. E. to College Camp. 
Thursday, May 17— 
Clothing Exhibit, Wilson Aud. 4:30 
p.  m. 
Square Dance, 7:30-9:30 p. m. Reed 
Gym. 
Poindexter Serves 
As Debate Leader 
Dr. Raymond Poindexter will serve 
as the discussion leader of a group 
of principals on the subject of "Teach- 
er "Education" during the annual 
spring conference of the Department 
of Teacher Education of V. E. A. 
The conference will take place at the 
University of Virginia on May 11 
and 12. 
As chairman_>)f a long range plan- 
ning committee, Dr. Poindexter will 
formulate recommendations for the 
programs for the conferences to take 
place in tne fall of 1951 and spring 
and fall OP1952. 
Delivering the welcoming speech 
will be Dr. Lindley J. Stiles, Dean of 
the Curry Memorial Department of 
Education of the University of^ Vir- 
ginia, while Dr. Ray Maual, research 
associate of the National Commis- 
sion on Teacher Education and Pro- 
fessional Standards of the • N. E. A., 
will present an address on "The Pre- 
sent and Future Personnel Problems 
in the Elementary and Secondary 
Schools  of the  Nation." 
Ranger Tells Of 
Forest Exhaustion 
"The strength or weakness of a 
nation depends largely on the natural 
forest resources." The preceding sen- 
tence was the crux of Mr. Elliot's 
speech in Wednesday assembly. Mr. 
Elliot went on to say that our na- 
tural forest resources are in an alarm- 
ing state. The standard of living of 
the nation as a whole has gone up 
and as the result of two majors wars 
in this century, the timber supply 
is nearly exhausted. The timber can 
be renewed, but it takes a long time. 
For every three young trees planted, 
only twoold trees should be cut, but 
in the past three old trees have been 
cut   for   every three   young ones. 
Water is our most important na- 
tural resource. Without water there 
would be no forests, grazing lands or 
wild life. Mr. Elliot pointed out that 
all the rivers and streams in this area 
(Continued Page 5, Col. 1) 
Sheldon The Victor!! 
The home of the Sophomores, Sheldon, was selected by the judges as 
the best decorated dormitory. Sheldon was disguised as Nottingham Castle 
and was unique in that it had a gangplank. 
Spaulding Says 
Festival Tops / 
by Bobbie Hurdle 
"We were well-chaperoned. There 
were police escorts to and from every 
place and even a policeman stationed 
at the elevator in the hotel corridor. 
However, it didn't cramp our style." 
These were Barbara Spaulding's first 
comments when I inquired about the 
Apple   Blossom  Festival. 
Arriving on Wednesday afternoon 
to practice for the coronation, she at-. 
tended ' anN informal dance at the 
George Washington Hotel that night. 
The princesses breakfasted the next 
morning in a special dining room, 
after which they went through the 
orchards accompanied by news cam- 
eramen. 
Queen's Ball 
About the pageant at Handley High 
School, Barbara said, "I've never seen 
anything so magnificent." This was 
the first festival Barbara has attend- 
ed and, as a princess, she was royally 
entertained. Johnny Long played for 
the Queen's Ball that night at the 
Winchester armory. One end of the 
room was partitioned off with tables 
for the princesses and their escorts and 
the doorway was guarded by police- 
men. 
Friday they attended a luncheon in 
the home of Mrs. L; G. Sjostrom, and 
Thursday afternoon a tea dance at 
Courtfield, the home of Harry F. 
Byrd, Jr. 
Hudson Plays 
Before the dance on Friday night, 
the court and their escorts were en- 
tertained at Miss Mary. Marshall 
Steck's. Barbara really enjoyed the 
visits to the beautiful homes in Win- 
chester. Dean Hudson played for the 
Princesses Ball Friday night, and Bar- 
bara was thrilled—she jitterbugged 
with Johnny of Phillip Morris. "He's 
the only man I've ever met who was 
sp short I could put my chin on his 
head,"   she   remarked. 
The princess is still amazed that 
they weren't fed apples the entirt 
weekend. In fact the only contact 
she had with them as edibles was to 
eat one that she caught during the 
parade and to drink a glass of apple 
juice   for   breakfast. 
All thirty-six princesses dressed 
alike in white organdy. Some wore 
blue sashes and some red to carry 
out the patriotic  theme. 
For Barbara, the weekend seemed 
to go by on wings. She enjoyed all 
the activities and meeting everyone, in 
particular the Queen, Guri Lje, who 
was "especially nice". 
Madison Glee Club 
Ensemble Presents 
Three Concerts 
Touring again, the Ensemble 
from the Madison College Glee Club 
presented three concerts in Charles- 
tfti, West Virginia. These concerts 
were given on May 8, and were spon- 
sored by the Madison Alumnae of 
Charleston. One concert was given 
at the annual Alumnae banquet. 
Members of the Ensemble are: 
Doris Davis, soprano; Mary Lou 
Musser, soprano; Fae Wilson, mezzo- 
soprano; Elizabeth Woolfork, contral- 
to; Martha Jane Bradley, contralto, 
and  Peggy Snider, acoompanist. 
Seniors To 
Work After 
1 
Graduation 
Many June and Summer School 
graduates have obtained positions 
through the school's placement ser- 
vice. The list is incomplete at the 
present time, because many school 
divisions and other employers do not 
mail out contracts until the last of 
May. Students listed Below have ac- 
cepted positions. 
Curriculum I 
Ann Alexander, Richmond; Paige 
Fentress, Norfolk County; John Fo- 
ley, Page County; Beverly Ann Fowl- 
kes, Henrico County; Colleen Grimm, 
Fairfax County; Nell Grove, Martins- 
ville; Maudleene Hall, Pulaski Coun-. 
ty; Martha Hardy, Chesterfield Coun- 
ty; Charlotte Hartman, Waynesboro; 
Dorothy Hinson, Richmond; Rose- 
mary Kernan, Princess Anne County; 
Shirley Morris, Henrico County; Shir- 
ley McGhee, Arlington County; Pa- 
tricia Mann, Baltitnore, Md.; Winifred 
Munson, Arlington County; Mary 
Kathryn Polsue, Richmond; Joanne 
Webber, Roanoke; Evelyn Coffman 
Williams, Alexandria; Norma Gay 
Wilson, Henrico County; Jo Lee 
Wood, Waynesboro; and Mary Anne 
Whitten, Richmond. 
Curriculum II 
Betty Ellen Bowman, Shenandoah 
County, Bess Bryant, Norfolk County; 
Jo Anne Critzer, Arlington; Dorothy 
Crowder, Fairfax County; Margaret 
Garwood, Southampton County; Lucy 
Jones, Halifax County; Jean Manuel, 
Winchester; Mary Frances Powell, 
Norfolk County; Shirley Stanley, Ap- 
pomattox County; Judith Sterne, 
Mecklenburg County; and Dilcie 
Deane Woodson, Norfolk County. 
Curriculum III 
Betty Jo Almarode, Culpepper 
County; Jeanne Bailey, Pulaski Coun- 
ty; Nancy Lee Birch, Falls Church; 
Cora Blackmore, Suffolk; Mildred 
Bluett, Fellowship at Penn State; Col- 
leen Calvert, Pulaski County; Jeanette 
Cocke, Lynchburg; Ramona Cooter, 
Pulaski County; Emilie Dickie, Nor- 
folk County; James Eavey, Loudoun 
County; Bonnie Faye Gordon, Lou- 
doun County; Bessie Griffith, Pulaski 
County; Barbara Ann Groseclose, 
Wythe County; Betty Holsinger Tur- 
ner,   Rockingham   County; 
Marie House, Augusta County; 
Audrey Lee Humphries, Norfolk 
County; Martha Gray Johnson, Dan- 
ville; William Lockard, Princess 
Anne »County; Bernadine Maifeld, 
Surry County; Jean Miller, South 
Norfolk; Martha Moore, Physical 
Therapy Scholarship, Columbia U.; 
Bebe Neal, Mecklenburg County; 
Nancy Perkins, Richmond; Margaret 
Poling, Halifax County; Eleanor Ry- 
man, Wise County; Barbara Spauld- 
ing, Physical Therapy Scholarship, 
Columbia, U.; James Stover, Culpep- 
per County; Joan Strawderman, War- 
ren County; Gill Temple, Halifax 
County; Jean Thrasher, South Nor- 
folk; Eunis Turner, Bedford County; 
Mary Lyle Wills, South Norfolk; 
Lorraine Woodyard, Waynesboro; and 
Betty Zollman, Rockbridge County. 
Curriculum IV 
Doris Jean Bowman, Shenandoah 
County; Margaret Elliott, Alexandria; 
Jane Funk, Loudoun County; Diane 
Furniss, Rockingham County; Eliza- 
beth Jane Grossman, Rockbridge 
County! Mildred Hotinger, Rock- 
bridge County; Harriett Layne, Buck- 
ingham County; June Elizabeth Oak- 
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Don't Overcut- You May 
Be Taking Other's Cuts 
This year the students at Madison College 
have had the privilege of using a new and better 
cut system. 
There has been some talk of taking this sys- 
tem away because some students have "over cut" 
classes. Feeling, that these students are in the 
minority ^rather than the majority, it is hard to 
understand just why this should be done. Most 
of us have taken only those cuts allowed us and 
some teachers frown when we take the cuts which 
are our privilege to use. However, here is a pro- 
posal which would eliminate all worries of "over 
cutting" classes. 
Why not have an uniimited cut system? Then 
the conscientious students would only cut classes 
when necessary and the lazy students would cut 
classes much too frequently. The conscientious 
student would maintain a .high average while the 
lax student's average would undoubtedly drop con- 
siderably, and perhaps it would drop to such an 
extent as not to enable him to return to college the 
following semester. An unlimited cut system 
would get rid of the lazy students and then all 
students at Madison would have very high scholas- 
tic standings. Would this not make Madison an 
institution of higher learning? 
This proposal is only a dream, however, and 
we are now concerned with the present cut system. 
Do you remember how happy we were when we 
found we had three cuts in almost every class? 
This cut system is good compared to what we had 
in the past. Why should all of us be punished for 
over cutting when only a few students are guilty? 
The students who over cut class are mostly students 
who plan not to return to college in the fall. Maybe 
something could be done to punish these people. 
However, if you are guilty of over cutting, please 
remember that it is in our power to make or break 
this cut system.   Let's make it, 0. K. ? 
B. S. F. 
Commemorating . 
Special ceremonies will take place on Tuesday, 
May 15 in Williamsburg. On that day will be cele- 
brated the 175th anivnersary of the Resolution of 
Independence, passed by the Virginia Convention 
of Delegates. The resolution passed by the Vir- 
ginia Convention, was presented by Richard Henry 
Lee to the Continental Congress meeting in Phila- 
delphia, and resulted in the Declaration of Independ- 
ence adopted on July 4. 
May 15 is a more telling date than July 4, mark- 
ing the Prelude to Independence, and recalls a period 
of great legislative activity during which the prin- 
ciples that have become the working basis of democ- 
racy were established. 
Commemorating this important chapter in 
American history, a Prelude to Independence pro- 
gram will be observed this year in Williamsburg. 
The program will open with the traditional celebra- 
tion of the founding of Jamestown on May 13 and 
will conclude with Human Rights Day on June 12, 
the date on which the Virginia Declaration of Rights 
was passed, later to become the basis for the first 
ten amendments of the United States Constitution. 
The chief event will take place on May 15 at 
the south piazza of the Capitol. Mr. John D. Rocke- 
feller, 3rd, will open the ceremonies. An actor in 
costume will read to the audience the independence 
resolution. As he finishes, the British flag on the 
Capitol will be brought down, and replaced by the 
Grand Union flag. 
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if. S. And Abroad 
by Mary Hootman 
So it could tell the opinion of the average 
voter in the U. S., the Omaha World Herald print- 
ed a sample ballot in its newspaper. Twenty-four 
thousand ballots were returned \yith these results: 
4.3 percent would vote for Truman; 6.2 percent 
favor the present U. S. Foreign policy; 8.7 per- 
cent approve of MacArthur's removal; 85.5 percent 
favor bombing China; 86.1 percent would permit 
use of Nationalist China's troops stationed on For- 
mosa; 13.2 percent favor the continuatioh of 
Marshall Plan Aid; 41 percent think price controls 
are good; and 49.8 percent would vote for a mili- 
tary man for president, while an overwhelming 89 
percent think moral and ethical standards are de- 
clining in public service. 
The chief problem of the University of Dela- 
ware is firecrackers! One hundred and four stu- 
dents were locked out of their dorm last week 
after refusing to admit who had been setting off 
firecrackers for the last eight months-. 
Seattle, Washington, was the scene of a jubilant 
celebration when 1500 army veterans returned from 
Korea in the first lap of the army's rotation plan. 
Anyone who is particularly interested in the 
MacArthur situation can find a complete record of 
his appearance before the Senate Armed Forces and 
Foreign Relations Committees in the U. S. News 
and World Report or the latest N. Y. Times. This 
is one investigation which appears to be conducted 
with dignity and courtesy—"A tribute to the Gen- 
eral" states Richard B. Russell, Senator from Geor- 
gia. 
Far away from Washington and foreign pol- 
icy, another notable made the headlines. Count 
Turf, ill favored entry of Amiel, seized the Ken- 
tucky Derby jackpot by a four-length lead. Count 
Turf came up from ninth place to win the biggest 
Derby money bag in history. What happened to 
the much favored Marmeluke who was supposed 
to win? He finished in twentieth place, right at 
the bottom! 
War goes on much the same in Korea, a see- 
saw affair between the U. N. forces and the Com- 
mies. The Reds have the lead at the present, push- 
ing our troops even further behind the 38th Paral- 
lel, while- U. N. planes keep pounding at North 
Korean targets.   Thus goes the "endless war." 
Statistics prove that one out of every five 
men from nineteen to twenty-five will be drafted in 
the near future. Chances for survival are highest 
in the Air Force, where a young man is safer from 
injury and death than if he remained a civilian. 
Highest death rate is in the army, and the greatest 
chance of seeing combat comes to the Marine. For 
all-round safety, hats off to the navy. 
With the roll back of meat prices, black mar- 
kets, dormant since the middle forties, are again 
coming into power. Slaughterers just won't kill 
meat on which they must take a loss. 
/ Remember Mama ... 
Deep in the hearts of all, both old and young, 
there is an extra special someone who cannot be re- 
placed by word, deed, or fortune. Our mother is 
our most treasured of treasures, and Mother's Day 
is her day to be remembered in an extraordinary 
way. 
In the light of all the many big as well as min- 
ute favors and services she has performed for us 
since our existence, every day is rightfully her day. 
The more we reminisce through the years, the more 
concrete this realization becomes. 
Always present to offer a helping hand in mo- 
ments of trouble and to give reassurance in time of 
doubt is our mother. . She never fails to be a source 
of unending>inspiration to attain the best within our 
capability or to spur us on when we find ourselves 
in the dark crevices of bewilderment. She always 
presents an understanding and sympathetic ear and 
heart to our petty complaints and problems. She is 
another pal, another best friend in whom we can 
confide on the matters that are so important to us. 
Then, too, We all recall the few instances in 
our past when she perhaps appeared to be harsh or 
unkind. But her intentions were for our best in- 
terest, for being older and wiser than we has en- 
abled her to prevent many hardships and heartaches 
for us. 
So on this Mother's Day, bearing such remem- 
berances in mind and heart, through the simplist 
of words and sweetest of actions, let us convey to 
our mother the reassurance that she occupies the 
' elevated pedestal in our heart that she does. M. D. 
Have YouSwung 
Your Pendulum 
Jhe Right Way? 
by Mary Dillon Dovcl 
Possibilities? Possibilities?? Yes! 
Just what are your possibilities of se- 
curing a desirable position upon grad- 
uation? That's one question crystal 
gazing can not solve for you. 
Among the fortunate, those major- 
ing in home economics and business 
can sleep without counting sheep. Not 
everyone, however, is interested in or 
has talents developed towards these 
vocational scopes. Many aspire to 
follow the teaching 'profession. 
Which Road? 
Will it be the right road or the 
left road? Elementary education or 
secondary education? Are you con- 
templating either one or the other? 
Are you unable to reach a decision? 
It is to you, in particular, that this 
article is written in an effort to aid 
you in your decision. 
Let facts and clear thinking be 
your guide to, greater possibilities in. 
your future. 
Due to the rapidity of the birth 
rate rise since 1945, growing pressure 
is being released against the elemen- 
tary grades each year. This urgent 
need for elementary teachers is an 
ever increasing one. 
"Choosey" Seniors 
Such demands have enabled seniors 
in Curriculum I to be more or less 
"choosey" about the positions they ac- 
cept. They have bpen able to find 
openings in almost any locality in 
Virginia or any of the other forty-. 
eight states. 
On the other hand, seniors in Cur- 
riculum II and III are finding it not 
only difficult but almost impossible to 
acquire positions teaching their major 
or minors. They in turn end up fill- 
ing openings in the elementary grades 
left by failure of the supply to meet 
the demand in that field. 
Ponder the Results 
STOP—and ponder the results of 
this a moment. A secondary teacher 
is not equipped to fulfill the require- 
ments or meet the demands upon an 
elementary teacher or of the pupils 
under her. This lack of proper under- 
standing and presentation of instruc- 
tions gives root to the numerous dif- 
ficulties the student encounters in later 
years. 
Contrary to many beliefs, the salary 
of the elementary teacher does not 
differ from that of the secondary 
teacher. If hours tend to tilt your 
favor one way .or the other, please 
bear in mind you receive in a like 
proportion as you yourself contribute. 
Interest To Underclassmen 
Of particular interest to the fresh- 
men and sophomores should be the 
fact that transfer from your present 
curriculum to elementary will not in- 
cur undue loss of credits. Such cre- 
dits gained from your immediately 
pursued course will supplement as 
electives. The organization of this 
plan is still in process, but Dr. Ray- 
mond Poindexter will be able to fur- 
nish further information. 
Being of immense importance to 
many is scholarship aid in obtaining 
their education. All freshmen and 
sophomores, as well as other upper 
classmen in Curriculum I, are eligible 
for a state scholarship, while only 
juniors and seniors in Curriculum II 
and III can secure a scholarship and 
only then if their major is in a requir- 
ed field. 
Think Back 
Think back,'all of you. Which has 
made the more vivid impression upon 
your memory—your high school or 
your grade school experience? Doubt- 
less to say it is the former. Perhaps, 
too, there was one particular high 
school teacher you greatly admired 
and who has influenced you in that 
direction. That is, indeed, fine—BUT 
—you are you, and what your abili- 
ties are depends on you. 
On The Run 
With Kak 
l 
Pages  three and four  of this issue 
are devoted to some literary accom- 
plishments of the Scribblers. We of 
The Breeze feel that this group has 
talent and we want to share that talent 
with   our   readers. 
For some time Scribblers has 
thought of publishing a magazine, 
hut due to the ever prevalent financial 
situation, the plan is still on the 
drafting board, nevertheless, here is 
a taste of their work—and with hopes 
that we will see more in the form of 
a magazine. 
Editors of The Breeze (any news- 
paper for that matter) have alf sorts 
of suggestion's, gripes and, criticism 
brought to their attention from day 
to day. Oh, some we print, others 
we ignore. But '•several days ago 
someone not -attending the college 
mentioned traveling on a bus on which 
Madison girls were also returning to 
the city. (Not unusual for a Sun- 
day night) seems however, that these 
girls were extremely boisterous as 
mothers were putting babies to sleep 
and other fellow travelers were try- 
ing to catch "forty winks." Who can 
expect to hear compliments from tired 
passengers who've been awakened? 
Not even  Madison can expect this. 
Can't pass up the opportunity to say 
"Well done" to all concerned with 
the May Day program. Not only were 
the Queen, Maids and attendents 
beautiful, but their spirits and atti- 
tudes were superb, rain or no rain. 
Not enough adjectives to adequately 
express our feelings!    • 
SHOWGORE 
The comedy magic of Bob Hope 
and the story telling wizardry of 
Damon Runyon are happily combined 
in Paramount's new laugh bonanza, 
"The Lemon Drop Kid," which is 
playing Sunday through Wednesday 
at the Virginia Theater. 
"The Lemon Drop Kid," is a bright 
and breezy comedy about a fabulous 
race track tipster who touts himself 
into a hilarious series of adventures. 
With luscious Marilyn Maxwell, Lloyd 
Nolan and Jane Darwell co-starring in 
this Paramount picture presents a 
'colorful and unforgettable gang of 
Broadway characters whose hilarious 
efforts to help \a brother chiseler in 
need make for one of the merriest 
screen events of the year. 
Gags and  Songs 
Based on a Damon Runyon story 
and packed with gags and songs, 
this laugh-getter places Bob in the 
title role of a quick-thinking schemer 
with an affection  for lemon drops. 
Among other things, you'll see Bob 
disguised as a kindly old lady with 
his knitting bag full of stolen cash, 
in one of the' most hilarious chase 
sequences ever captured on celluloid. 
There are also some howling scenes 
when he sets up an Old Ladies Home 
in an abandoned gambling casino, and 
his antics as a phony Santa are alone 
worth the price of admission. 
At State 
Like the her,o of its story, "Follow 
Th? Sun" turns out to be a champion 
at the State Theatre this week. It 
provides one of the most satisfying 
screen entertainments seen in a long 
time and while it is essentially a film 
profile of Ben Hogan, one of Ameri- 
ca's greatest golfers, it is much more 
than a picture about golf. It is a 
moving story of great love with action, 
courage and accomplishment under- 
lining the story fabric. Film fans 
who don't know what a golf link 
looks like will find as much pleasure 
in this Twentieth Century-Fox splend- 
idly produced picture as the most 
ardent golf addicts; even the golf 
widows will be compensated by "Fol- 
low The Sun." - 
(Continued Page 6, Col. 1) 
It is up to you now to decide. 
Make a wise decision of your Curri- 
culum. Swing the pendulum to an as- 
sured future of unbound possibilities. 
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End 
W 
Day' 
by Irene Sawyers 
The Mohave desert is like a land 
dead, lying beneath the shadows of the 
ragged Rocky Mountains. Yet many 
people live in its torturous heat by day 
and its penetrating cold by night, and 
call it home. They feel lomesome when 
apart from the desert's howling, force- 
ful, and never ceasing wind. 
Diane was not one of these, how- 
ever, for she hated the sand and sun, 
and the dry stiff air. She longed for 
the sea and smog of her home town on 
the coast, and each new day of desert 
heat brought a new sickness to her 
heart. "We'll move away as soon as 
I find another job", was her young 
husband's reply to her plea that they 
leave. So she learned to tolerate her 
small home, but hoped constantly that 
they would move. She had consider- 
ed, in moments of intense anger or 
despair, that she might leave Jim, but. 
she knew she could never do it. 
Her love for him and her young son, 
and her deeply religions beliefs con- 
cerning marriage and 9 wife's duty 
forced her to stay. 
Jim 
Jim came into the kitchen humming 
boldly. 
"How's my cook this morning?" He 
came up behind Diane, who stood at 
the sink, slipped his arm around her 
small waist and kissed the top of her 
head. 
"Your cook is very busy, and if you 
don't stay out of the kitchen, you'll go 
to work with no breakfast," she said 
with a smile. She turned, looked at 
Jim ;i moment, then went about her 
work. Jim sat on one corner of the 
white kitchen table. 
"I'll be working a little late tonight, 
honey." He heistated, waiting for 
Diane to comment. She said nothing. 
"I—I know I've been working late a 
lot this week, but—" 
"I don't mind, Jim." Diane's smile 
was gone and a little frown played on 
her face. "It's just that it's so lome- 
some out here." 
• "I know honey. I'll try»to get home 
as soon as possible." He watched 
Diane, standing at the stove. She 
was small and pretty. Her long black 
hair and brown eyes; were strong evi- 
dence of Her Spanish ancestry. 
Baby Boy 
"Jim, will you see if the baby is 
awake, please?" Jim went out of the 
room and returned after several mo- 
ments, holding in his arms a fat, wide 
eyed baby boy, whose features were 
very much like his own. 
. "Here's your son!" Jim held the baby 
toward Diane, and she took Ijim. She 
kissed his tiny hand, and set him in his 
highchair. 
"I'm so glad I have him. I really 
would be lonesome here without him." 
"I wish we could have gotten a 
place in town," Jim said, looking out 
of the window. 
"If we just had a phone, Jim. I 
feel so cut off from everything." 
"I'll see about getting one for you. 
Don't the Porters have a phone?" 
"Yes, but I don't like to bother them 
too often. Besides, they don't live very 
close, really; it's quite a little walk 
over the hill." Both were silent, then 
Diane said, "Oh, and that reminds me.i 
Jim,—Mrs.  Porter  killed another  red 
rattler in her back yard yesterday." 
"Another one! That makes three 
this month. I don't like having them 
so close by. I've only seen one on our 
place since we've been here." 
"I worry a lot about them. But I 
guess there's really no danger. ,Mrs. 
Porter says they don't strike unless 
they're bothered, and Heaven knows 
I'm not going to bother one." 
Diane set the last dish on the table 
and Jim washed his hands, then sat 
down to eat. 
"You don't ever let Little Jim out 
alone, do you?" 
"Oh my, no! I always go out with 
him, and keep the screens locked when 
he's playing inside, so he can't go 
out." 
Off-To Work 
Jim finished eating, kissed his wife 
and son and left for the jewelry shop 
several miles away, where he made 
the intricate and delicate things that 
were sold in the many tourists' shops 
across southern California. 
Diane cleared the kitchen and play- 
ed for awhile with Little Jim. She 
waited until the midday heat passed 
and then went about her daily chores, 
cleaning, dusting, and wiping away the 
fine sand from the furniture and floors. 
In the bedroom Jim's clothes were 
scattered about carelessly. She bent 
to pick up his soiled shirt, but noticed 
as she did so, that a carefully folded 
piece of paper had fallen from the 
pocket. She reached for it, held it in 
her hand a moment. It was white tis- 
sue paper and a piece of shiny green 
ribbon was folded with it. Then, with- 
in the fold of the paper she found a 
small white card. On it, in clear print 
were these words: 
TO MY DARLING JIM 
Diane read it aloud—once, twice, 
three, then four times. What could it 
mean? Her mind could not fully con- 
ceive its meaning. 'J'm—to Jim! But 
who can it be from?' she pondered. 
What was wrapped in the paper? Who 
had given it to Jim? Who indeed had 
written those words—darling Jim? 
Who? Had Jim—no. Not Jim—not 
her Jim She stared at the card and 
the printed words. Then suspicion and 
doubt became master of the situation. 
'Those nights he's worked late', she 
thought.    "Working,   he  said!     Yes, 
word, each deed Jim had performed 
for weeks past were distorted to fit 
into the puzzle. Just one small card 
had twisted all the recent events to 
point toward Jim's guilt.' 
As she stood by the bed, still hold- 
ing the tissue paper, ribbon and card, 
her eyes narrowed and her mouth set 
in a thin line, she was suddenly aware 
of the front screen door's squeaking; 
then the sound of tumbling, and Little 
Jim's scream. 
"Little Jim!" she gasped, and drop- 
ping the articles in her hand she rush- 
ed to the door. Little Jim gave forth 
a series of cries that stabbed at her 
heart like darts of ice. 
"Oh, dear God!" she sobbed as she 
beheld with terrified eyes the sight be- 
fore her. Little Jim lay sprawled at 
the foot of the three wooden steps, 
and beside him, moving quickly to its 
hiding place beneath the porch, was 
the thing Diane had feared more than 
anything in life—a snake!—a long 
shiny red rattler. It was gone when 
she reached the baby, but she saw its 
mark—two tiny red spots on Little 
Jim's already swelling arm. 
"Oh, God! Dear God!" she repeat- 
ed over and over as she picked up her 
precious child and carried him into the 
house. Jim had told her often what 
do in case of, a snake bite, but she 
found it difficult to organize her 
thoughts.. She tried to do as Jim had 
told her and suck out as much of the 
poison as possible. 
"What'll I do? Oh, God, help me— 
help me!" she prayed as she placed 
Little Jim in the middle of her bed 
and ran frantically out of the house. 
The Porter's phone was her objective 
as she stumbled and ran across the 
sand. The cottage was in sight as she 
reached the top of the hill. The Por- 
ter's car was not there—the house 
looked deserted. "Oh no! No, God!" 
she cried. "They must be home. They 
must be!" 
Fears Affirmed 
She reached the cottage, and her 
fears were affirmed. The cottage was 
closed and locked,—no one was there. 
She felt her heart pounding heavily be- 
neath her breast, as she rushed from 
door to door, and then to each win- 
dow. Finding them all locked or not 
easily opened,  she  picked  up a large 
The Voice 
Of Experience 
The youngsters are going to the 
dogs; why they've been saying' Jhat 
for years. They're all just alike, gen- 
eration after generation, the boys that 
is. I don't know much about girls. 
Just let me think about all of the 
"bad" boys that I've known. 
There was one particular trio that 
I remember. It was just a few years 
back, thirty or so. They had a canoe 
and on the darker summer nights 
they'd swipe watermelons from the 
prize patches. Oh, how those big 
juicy melons would crack when some- 
one ran a penknife into them! It's 
funny about boys; the harder it is to 
do something the better they like it. 
One old fellow was perfectly willing 
to give them a melon every now and 
then, but did they want it? Oh no, 
they visited another farm where the 
owner would shoot them on sight. 
This same group took a great de- 
light in throwing cats in cold swift 
water and watching them struggle out. 
You're thinking that these hoodlums 
ended up in the penitentiary. Well, 
one is quite a capable lawyer, and the 
other two are successful businessmen. 
No one ever especially missed the 
watermelons and none of the cats ever 
drowned. These fine gentlemen are 
now at a loss as to what to do about 
the terrible younger generation. 
I knew one tall gangling lad who 
disappointed his mother by running 
off and joining the army. That was in 
1861. They leave and go to the city 
now, but they always come back soon- 
er or later—it's in their blood. 
Ah, I'm getting sentimental again; 
it's just the time of the year. The 
willows are a lush green, the blue 
bottles are out and, best of all, the 
fish are running. School and Sunday 
School attendance will take a slight 
drop; it happens every year come 
April. 
"Boys are horrible creatures!", as 
every little girl about thirteen years 
old seems to say. "All they want to 
do is fish and put snakes on me." 
Boys like snakes or anyway they 
(Continued Page 4, Col. 3) 
working it was!" She made no men- 
tal attempt to protect Jim, but allowed 
her woman's jealousy to create more 
and more distrust. Jim's determina- 
tion to remain in Mohave, his reluct- 
ance towards getting a phone, his 
working rate at night. These things 
became powerful evidences of Jim's 
unfaithfulness. The card, gripped 
tightly in her hand, was proof! The 
mind can destroy and create almost 
anything,   and   in   Diane's   mind   each 
sand stone and hurled it at a window. 
The glass shattered like thunder, but 
Diane could hear only her heart. She 
reached in, unlocked the frame, opened 
it, and crawled through into the stuffy 
room. She found the phone, and lift- 
ed it to her face. 
"Operator! Operator!" Her voice 
was tight and thin. "Operator!" ,She 
almost screamed. Then with a trembl- 
ing hand she replaced the phone. "It's 
dead!    Oh, God!    It's dead!" 
She left the house and ran back to 
(Continued Page 4, Col. 1) 
Scene Around 
Madison 
". .. April showers, 
May come your way, 
They bring the flower! 
That  bloom in May " 
So Al Jolson prophesied many 
times—but there was ho "may" about 
it, nor could the dashing, pounding 
rains that came beating down regular- 
ly every morning (instead of the 
sun) merely be called showers. April 
in Harrisonburg was like the tropics 
during the rainy season. "Madigals", 
daintily attired in their shapeless 
raincoats and clomping hoots, plodded 
glumly to classes denouncing the 
weatherman with remarks like "the 
only thing springy about this weather 
is the running water"—yes, they were 
pretty hard hit. Usually around fourth 
period a day dreamer would be 
brought back to reality by the as- 
tounding fact that the sun had fought 
its way through the dull grey'mess. 
Of course her full attention was ar- 
rested now—not by the prof as you 
may imagine, but with thoughts of 
how to get back-campuS, properly at- 
tired, in the shortest possible time. 
"Properly attired" shouldn't be taken 
too literally—what's so proper about 
white gym pants and a flimsy scarf, 
period? Back-campus—peaceful, green 
countryside, until spring comes a- 
round. White, striped and colored 
splotches appear on the sloping 
hills     and     occasionally    you    could 
(Continued Page 4, Col. 4) 
Remember 
by Pat Mann 
^OWL 
When you've had a dozen or more 
homes it's hard to remember all the 
things about them you'd like to—wet 
Cleveland springs, hazy Pennsylvania 
falls. There's so much to remember. 
Sometimes home is a hotel, an apart- 
ment, half a house, or a trunk. Sud- 
denly it's all over, and you have a real 
home of your own. Your regular ad- 
dress is no longer the summer cottage,, 
but your new home. It's hard to get 
used to it. You say the name over 
and over. Maryland, Maryland, Mary- 
land. It's a pretty word. Then you 
find yourself repeating the names of 
other places that have been home, and 
through the smoke filled Maryland 
autumn come dreams of yesterday. 
You remember most of all the "place 
of the white rolling sands." A place 
where big .crosses mark Champlain's 
landing, where Fathers Brebeuf and 
Lalamont were burned at the stake, 
and where gunpowder was stored dur- 
ing the War of 1812. You remember 
Penetanguishene, Ontario, the Gate- 
w;- / to the Thirty Thousand Islands, 
nestled into one of the two best har- 
bours on Lake Huron, and named long, 
long ago by the Cree Indians. 
Tiny House 
You remember a tiny cream col- 
oured house that was home for two 
years there. It was at the foot of the 
hill. In winter snow drifted down, 
and covered the living room and front 
bed room windows, and the front door 
couldn't possibly be used. From the 
kitchen you looked over the little bay 
which was alive with horse teams and 
a few brave ' individuals who drove 
their cars across. A lumber mill filled 
the air with sharp sound that pierced 
just like the cold air. It was a world of 
bright glare and sleigh bells. During 
the winter pairs of snow shoes hung 
on the kitchen wall, not for decoration 
|*but for a very functional use. Dress- 
ing for school was a job and the 
strangeness of a Catholic School was 
frightening, but any terror was wiped 
away in .the afternoon by the quick 
sled trip down the hill to the big 
kitchen. There was warm ginger- 
bread and a fire in the fireplace. You 
remember creaking rockers in front of 
it, and your job of sewing rags for the 
small, round rugs that were so neces- 
sary a part of getting out of bed on 
winter mornings. 
Spring Break-Up 
Spring break-up always brought a 
short season of excitement. The bright 
glare melted to softness, and the 
kitchen was often a scene of men and 
their dogs. In town for the first time 
since fall, they were loud and told tales 
of harrowing experiences in the bush 
country. 
You remember the quiet of summer 
that enveloped you. Apple trees bloom- 
ed in the yard, and through their blos- 
soms the bay danced and sparkled. 
The kitchen curtains fluttered in the 
breeze, and there was always a fresh, 
wild blueberry pie which you crowned 
with hand turned vanilla ice cream. 
The cruise season was on and once in 
(Continued Page 4, Col. 2) 
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Society Of Renown 
Offers Literature 
Not long ago during ont of those brief be- 
tween-class chats, a friend of mine mentioned 
Scribblers. Another voice chimed in with "What's 
that ?" Shocked and hardly believing that such an 
honored name could be so unknown, I turned to 
the newcomer and patiently explained that Scrib- 
' biers is a long-established honorary organization 
which undertakes to encourage creative writing 
and to foster literary interest and achievement. 
Membership includes those who have been recom- 
mended by the English department and have pass- 
ed a try-out in creative writing. This year's Chief 
Scribe, Dilcie Woodson, is succeeded by Irene 
Sawyers, who will head the organization in the 
coming year. Other members of Scribblers are: 
Margaret Whitman, Patricia Mann, Ann Painter, 
Sonia Dorson, Mary Jo Sweeney, Mary Virginia 
Warren, Mrs. Sophie Hilton, Hiwana Cupp, Coni 
O'Leary, Anne Dovel, Ollie Vee Walpole, Miss 
Louise Boje, Dr. Leland Shubert, Miss Margaret 
Hoffman, Dr. C. H. Huffman, Dr. Bessie Richard- 
son, Dr. Jay Curtis, Mr. Thomas Leigh, Mr. Ralph 
Lahaie, and Dr. Mary' Latimer. 
In an attempt to remedy this gross ignorance 
of  what the  worthy  title  of Scribbler entails, a 
' number of selections are presented through the 
courtesy of The Breeze. These could be considered 
as a preview of the magazine which Scribblers are 
planning to publish next year. 
Black 
Cool night.   What are you thinking in your 
solemn splendor? 
Does your black silence seek to bring me 
comfort— 
Or is the cynic moon mocking my twisted 
heart ? 
Are you remembering other nights—nights 
when 
I thrilled to your deep shadows and distant 
|    moods ? 
Cursed night—Leave me—God.    I've seen beyond 
Your deceptive cloak of dark. 
I, dear moon, am the cynic now. 
Mary Virginia Warren 
End Of Day 
(Continued from Page 3) 
Little Jim,  who   lay on  the  bed,  sobbing softly 
with a hoarse, choked voice.    Diane looked help- 
lessly at him and sank on her knees by the bed, 
crying, praying, cursing with every breath.   '. 
With seemingly renewed strength she rose. 
In the kitchen she filled a pan with water and 
put it on the stove to boil; then retumecLto look at 
her child, He had become somewhat quieter;— 
this frightened her. She looked at her watch. It 
was 4:30. Jim should be home soon after five, 
if he didn't—if he didn't stay late in the village. 
She looked at Little Jim's tiny arm. It was swol- 
len so that it did not resemble a child's arm, but 
only a puffed, tight piece of delicate skin. 
"Oh God," she prayed softly* "God, please' 
don't let him die. Jim must come home tonight. 
He must!" She reasoned that if Jim did come 
home immediately from his job, he would be there 
perhaps in time to take the baby to a doctor, and 
possibly save him. "God,. I'll forgive him any- 
thing — anything — if he'll just come home now."; 
She got the boiling water and several of 
Little Jim's old diapers. She bathed his arm and 
fanned his tiny fevered face. She continued to, 
pray in her thoughts and out loud. She trii 
desperately to close her mind and heart to the 
picture of death that her eyes could see approach- 
ing. At last, she left the bedside and got a knife 
from the kitchen. She remembered the instruc- 
tions Jim had given her concerning snake bites. 
"Cut it out," he said, "and let it bleed." 
She held the baby's arm tightly in her hand 
and swallowed hard. "Oh God! He's so tiny. 
What  if—Oh, please help me." 
When she had finished she placed several 
clean pieces of cloth beneath the wound and watch- 
ed the dark poisoned blood pour forth. 
"I've done all I can, Little Jim. I swear I 
have." 
The room was completely still, except for the 
baby's breath. The wind tossed the white lace 
curtains at the open windows, and caressed Diane's 
troubled face.    'It was dry, hot wind; not sweet 
and cool as the sea air; Diane 
had often thought, but now she 
was numb to* the touch. She sat 
motionless, her dark, steel-like eyes 
fixed on Little Jim. He no longer 
tossed and cried. He was weak and 
limp, laboring for each breath. 
The sun began to drop behind the 
stony massive mountains, and the heat 
faded with its light. The small bed- 
room became dark and completely 
still. Little Jim lay quiet. 
Diane did not move or cry. She sat, 
staring into the dark, when she heard 
the motor of Jim's approaching car. 
She still did not move. The car door 
slammed and then the back screen 
door. Diane walked as if in a trance 
• to the living r.oom, and stood waiting. 
Her hands were icy cold, and in one 
she stilt held the kitchen knife with 
which she had tried to save her son's 
life. She could see Jim moving through 
the dark kitchen, and then he stood sil- 
houetted in the arch between the two 
. rooms. Diane saw not her husband, 
but the person who had, on this night, 
let her son die. 
"Diane — hey, honey, where — " 
he switched on the light and saw for 
an instant the madness in her eyes. 
She sprang cat-like toward him, and 
though he dodger, the silvery steel 
blade pierced his shoulder and lodged 
deep inside it. Stunned and horrified, 
Jim fell back against the wall, gripping 
the handle of the knife, as if the pres- 
sure of his hand would relieve the 
pain. 
"Diane — " he gasped, but then 
found, himself speechless. 
"He's dead, Jim. Dead! Dead! 
Dead,!" She screamed the words so 
loudly that her throat was suddenly 
sore. 
She spoke softly, as if very relaxed 
and calm. "Your son, Jim, he's dead, 
and you could have saved him." 
Jim's terrified eyes searched Diane's 
face, and his ears listened, but-his mind 
could not realize the things he' saw and 
heard. He gripped the knife handle 
more tightly and breathed quickly. 
"Where < were you, Jim?" she went 
on, with somewhat of a smirk playing 
on her face. "Were you working late? 
Working, Jim?   Were you?" 
Jim could not answer, and Diane 
needed no response. She continued. 
"No, Jim. I know you weren't. I'm 
not so dull now as I have been—not 
quite. I did some thinking and I know 
now what's going on." Diane talked 
on and on; her voice harsh and sharp. 
Little by little Jim got the meaning of 
the story she told. He listened close- 
ly, until he could, at last, piece together' 
the happenings of the day, and under- 
stand what had happened. He held 
one hand out to her. In it was a small 
white box, which he had been holding 
since he came in. Diane stared a 
moment at it and took it with trembl- 
ing hands.   . 
"I have been working, Diane." Jim's 
voice was weak. "It's what you want- 
ed for the baby. I've been making it 
for him." 
In the box, Diane saw a tiny gold 
cross, hung on an intricately designed 
chain. The cross was studdied with 
minute stones of deep red. Diane's 
eyes flooded with tears, and she sank 
on-the floor beside Jim. As she cried, 
her mind cleared somewhat, and she 
^ras~~»uddenly aware of what she had 
done. The realization,that Jim might 
die struck forcefully. 
"Oh, Jim — " she leaped to her feet 
f*i see him- collapse, sliding down the 
II to lay in a heap, white and limp. 
"On, Jim, I'm sor»?! Please, Jim— 
oh Jim!" She dragged him to a small 
rug and covered him with a light blan- 
ket. She searched his pockets for the 
car keys, found them, and raced to the 
front do.or. She stopped, looked back 
at him and said a silent prayer. 
'He's all I have now, God. Please— 
oh, please he mustn't go too. Help 
me find a doctor quick for him.' 
She threw open the screen door and 
lunged forward. Her shoe caught on 
the step where Little Jim had tripped 
earlier that day. She tumbled forward, 
throwing out her hands to catch her- 
self.    As she hit th> soft dirt, the keys 
under one hand caused a sharp pain, 
but under the other she felt a more 
terrifying object. Then at her throat 
it struck and her mind gave way to 
darkness. 
"Where  there's  one  snake  around, 
there's always two,"—Jim had said. 
Sandstorm 
Two men sat in a small cafe In a 
nearby village several days later. 
"What d'ya think of that story in the 
paper yesterday?" 
"Strange, I guess. But then, if I 
came home and found my wife and 
baby both dead of snake poison, I 
reckon I'd kill myself too." 
"Funny though, him bein' covered 
up'nail."   . 
"Some folks like to do it that way I 
guess. Had to be suicide. His finger 
prints was so clear on the knife." 
"And them car keys by her body 
seems kinda odd too." 
"They figure he dropped • 'em there 
when he saw her body." 
There was a long silence while both 
men sat thinking. 
"Guess it's best they all went at 
once, 'stead of just one of 'em—or 
maybe two." 
THE   END 
Remember 
(Continued from Page 4) 
a while a tourist found his way to the 
kitchen for a cup of tea and handful 
of the lush sweet grass which grows 
rampant over the yard. 
August came and the bay "turned" 
as the natives put it. The royal blue 
of the water changed to gray, and the 
fronting waves turned savage, their 
churn heard night and day. Fall swept 
in early and the kitchen was busy witty 
canning. The life-preservers used^by 
beginning swimmers were hung up for 
final drying, soon to be replaced by 
the snow shoes. Smells of baking hung 
about the room and the smoke from 
burning leaves sifted in making the 
odor overwhelming. Sounds of wood 
being chopped for the long winter fill- 
ed your ears. It was a busy room, and 
you loved it. 
You loved the place of the white 
rolling sands. It was your Valhalla 
for a while and you'll never forget it. 
It was home,   Remember. 
Nocturnal breezes float across the sand, 
Along the broad expanse of dune and vale 
Where permeates no sound of living thing. 
Then, rising high, the breeze becomes a gale. 
As if possessed, this sudden burst of fury 
Unleashes strength and sweeps along its way. 
The whipping, biting, stinging desert sand 
Is gathering momentum for its prey. 
One nomad 'waits the coming of the storm 
Which hastens forward, eager to devour 
And cover up its hapless Arab victim 
Who spends the intervening time in prayer. 
Now, turned to Mecca and beseeching Allah, 
He slowly sinks beneath the mound of sand. 
The hunger of the storm is satiated; 
Once mbre has man bowed under nature's hand. 
Again the desert settles 'neath a calm.     i 
Eternal, white, majestic sands are spread 
In quiet patterns with no end in sight 
When marikind, nature's mortal, is long dead. 
Dilcie Woodson 
Contrast 
The Voice 
Of Experience 
(Coatinued from Page 3) 
pretend that they do. Those slippery, 
slimy brown water snakes that frequ- 
ent sunny rocks on warm, muggy 
spring days are special favorites. They 
are so good to kill and then cut open. 
I guess every boy nowadays dis- 
likes the game warden. He is the 
symbol of authority, and just what 
boy likes authority? They never have 
and I reckon they never will. It's so 
easy to go bass fishing in season but 
so much more fun out bf season. The 
neighborhood hero is the one who has 
outwitted the cagey old guy. Back 
there when fishing was necessary for 
food there was no pleasure in it at all. 
To take your favorite girl out in a 
boat on a moonlight night, isn't "that 
romantic! . Well, there was a person, 
about eighteen, who used his boat to 
run away from a girl. 
Country boys are funny animals, 
they can swim for great distances and 
beat a smart aleck city chap, in a game 
of tag any day. They never had a 
big shot, instructor either. Many 
the city boy who has fled almost in 
tears from a fierce ducking. No harm 
meant, only to show who was boss. 
Suppose I'd better quit rambling on, 
but you remember what I've said when 
people start talking against the small 
boys of this generation. They're all 
cruel, always have been and always 
will be, but that's what makes life in- 
teresting. 
If the calm blue river which flows 
ceaselessly on toTlTe sea could speak, 
I think that that is what it would say; 
for that old river is most country boys' 
best friend and confidant. I'm certain 
that it would defend them to the last- 
may it ever be so. 
, Ann Painter 
The loveliness of day, so poets say, 
Is that rich blend of hue so wondrous fair 
. With shades so vivid from a palette rare 
And stroked by magic touch in every ray. 
'Tis setting of the sun which does convey 
From Him, to whom we do commune in prayer, 
A love so true and oh ! so wrought with care 
To end with blessing pure the passing day. 
But yet, how different from that fading glow 
' Is the resplendency which we behold 
On greeting God's new dawn. From this will flow 
. A strength and hope with which to better mold 
A being who in love and strife will know 
To live by faith and ever be consoled. 
Hiwana Cupp 
Scene Around Madison 
see a movement as part of one of the seemingly 
inanimate patches flops over. These make up a 
cult known as sunbathers who brave the dangers 
of blisters, "call downs" from over zealous student 
government officials and pneumonia-Mongering. 
Uncommunicative (except for an agonized question 
asked at increasingly frequent intervals, "Do you . 
think I'm getting any?" to which the standard ans- 
wer is, "Yes, you're positively black!") and un- • 
moving, the girls lie in puddles of baby oil with 
pads of cotton or leaves upon their more tender 
features. With extremities stiffly extended from 
their bodies, these Madisonites look'like true wor- 
shippers prostrated before the sun. And for what 
purpose you may.ask? There are many answers 
given—the sensuous type says, "I like to feel the 
sun soaking in", or the phys ed major explains, 
"It's so healthy". But actually it's the expression 
seen on some leering masculine face when you go 
away for the weekend as he asks, "When did you 
fly in from Florida, honey?" or the gleam in his 
eye on May Day as he whispers, "Next year you'll 
be walking in the May Court, beautiful". What 
price glory or a tan? Who wanted to pass all 
fifteen hours anyway? Let's face it—studying be- 
comes passe. But presently the little card from 
your advisor jolts some sense into you, "Come see 
me , . . about next year's schedule". Next year's?! 
Why it touldn't possibly be that time already. Sud- 
denly yota realize that life isn't just a game of ten- 
nis or a) leisurely walk downtown to the movies. 
The books taken on added importance and all • 
thoughts of frivolity are cast aside, for'a day or so 
anyway. Back to that schedule, besides no Satur- 
day classes, first periods or af ternt»on classes, there's 
only one really important factor to be considered— 
vacant periods before and after noon—that's the 
In-st time to get the sun, you know I 
by Coni O'Leary 
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What Activities WiU Occupy 
Your Time This Summer? 
Page Five 
Felicitations 
June   Spence   is   engaged   to   John 
Anderson of Norfolk, Virginia. . 
The following students participated in the Student's Voice column this 
week. They are: first row: Betty George Ramsey, Katherine Barrett; last 
row: "Dee" Pond, Peggy Savage, Nancy Fravel and Betty Anderson. 
The Students' Voice 
by' Rena Bruce 
■ 
Question—What do you plan to do 
this summer? 
Betty Anderson — Junior — I am 
planning to work in a women's prison 
guard 
Katherine Barrett — Junior—Well, 
I'd like to work in a Bible school in 
a mining camp in Southwest Virginia. 
. "Buddy" Savage — Senior — Get 
married—July 7th. 
"De Pond — Senior — I'm going 
to Mount Pacono in Pennsylvania, 
where I'll work in a Girl Scout Camp. 
Helen Page Emsiwiller — Junior- 
Guess I'll be here in summer school, 
if I  don't get married. 
Coni O'Leary — Junior — I plan 
to work in Washington, D. C. after I 
loaf for two weeks at Virginia Beach. 
Nancy Travel — Junior — I plan 
to do three things this summer. First, 
to go to Junaluska, N. C. for one week 
in June for the Methodist Student 
Training Camp. Second, to be coun- 
selor at Camp Strawderman from the 
last of June until August 26. And 
third, to. go to the National Convo- 
cation for Methodist Youth which is 
being held at Purdue in Lafayette, 
Indiana, from August 27 through 31. 
Betty George Ramsey — Junior — 
For six weeks of the summer I wijl 
be a counselor at Camp Ruthers near 
Lynchburg, Virginia. I have no defi- 
nite plans for the rest of the summer, 
but hope to enjoy the time planning 
tennis, swimming, and dating Bill 
Chambers,  W. & M. basketball star. 
Greek Gossip 
This week the Pi  Kaps have been 
praying for clear weather,  for this is 
the   weekend   for    their    semi-annual 
trip to college camp, 
in Goochland,  Virginia.    I'm to be a- -  e. .    , 
—.-..I ~-A T>_        . J .    J ' lLi •'       anenandoan    girls   were    busy   this and Im scared to death! ..... ' 
weekend   visiting  with   old  Pi   Kaps 
who returned for May Day. Among 
these were: Kitty Joyce, Ebbie Cope- 
ly who was May Queen in '49, Lucy 
Peterson, Jane Moore, Mary Jane 
Bradley, Anne Williams, Betty Jo 
Decker^ Betty 'Hurdle Ossman, Cathy 
Walter Ballenger, Anne Curtis Pole, 
and Phil Weaver Harpster. "Chap- 
pie" Chapman also visited at Shen- 
andoah as did Mrs. J. E. Epperson, 
Mrs. R. D. Colbert, Mr. and Mrs. 
J. M. Davis, Mrs. W. W Knox, Mr. 
and Mrs. R. A. Sheets, Mrs. A. S. 
Holloman, Mrs. Bertha Whitehouse, 
and Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Sonneborne. 
Jean Mayhugh is engaged to Paul 
S. Harry, jr., now stationed by the 
Air Force at Sheppard Air Field in 
Texas. 
Ginny Saunders was received 'a pin 
from Sam Hall last weekend. Sam is 
a Tau Phi Delta from Penn State, and 
will graduate in June. 
Jayne Pierce is engaged to Bud 
Thomas of Harrisonburg. Bud at- 
tends the University of Richmond and 
is a member of Phi Kappa Sigma. 
Mrs. John Garber.Jr. and Eugene 
H. Bear announce the engagement of 
their  daughter, Jean   Anne   Bear   to 
The Theta Sigs enjoyed a very suc- 
cessful open house over the week-end 
with many parents and dates visiting 
Messick. 
"Danny" Broorhe Thompson and 
Marianna Howard, '49, and Irene 
Munson, '50, were guests at Sprinkle 
House over the week-end. All are 
former Tri Sigmas. 
Mary Sue Tinnell, Kitty Lou Tin- 
nell, Nell O'Brien, and Mary Ann 
Jones were guests also. 
Other" visitors at Sprinkle House 
were Mr. D. H. Poling, grandfather 
of Margaret Poling, and Mr. and Mrs. 
L. C. Boyles,  her aunt and uncle. 
Over May Day week-end, Mildred 
Alby was a guest of Zeta Tau. Also 
visiting in Alumnae were Mr. and 
Mrs. F. C. Fitzhugh and Frank Car- 
ter Fitzhugh, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. 
Douglas and Barbara Lee Douglas. 
Kathaleen Philips was with Jean's 
parents. 
Retha Shirkey, Doris Ann Boone, 
and Mrs. Miller Jett were visitors at 
Lincoln house   May  Day  week-end. 
Dr. Latimer and Miss Frank en- 
tertained the seniors at the Valley 
Creamery.   ' 
The Alpha Sigma Tau's entertain- 
ed at open house from 4 P. M. to 6 
P.  M.  on  Saturday. 
Chorus Gives 
Operetta Soon 
Down in the Valley, a one-act 
operetta will be presented May 16 in 
Wilson Auditorium by the combined 
men's and women's choruses, under 
the direction of Mr. George Hicks. 
Leading roles will be played by 
Johnny Willette as Brack Weaver, 
Suzanne Roberts as leader; and Harry 
Jeavons, who will portray Thomas 
Boucher. 
RANGER 
(Continued from Page 1) 
flow into the Potomac River. 
The number one job of a ranger is 
forest fire prevention, not fire fighting. 
With prevention there is no need for 
fire fighting. A ranger'has to be a 
diplomat, and law enforcer as well as 
an authority on all forms of forestry. 
Former Alpha Sigma Alpha's who 
visited Carter House over the week- 
end were Becky Settle, Jerry Morris, 
Jackie Gilbert, Margie Dyer, and Dee 
Dee Jobson. 
Other guests included Patsy Wade, 
Marion Collins, Mrs. Patsy Black 
Spillman, Mrs. C. L. Pierce, Mr. and 
Mrs. R. L. Temple, Mr. and Mrs. A. 
H. Wainwright and family, Mr. and 
Mrs. W. E. Davis, Mr. and Mrs. E. 
E. Bradley, Mr. and Mrs. L. T. 
Young and family, Mrs. R. C. Alma- 
rode, Mrs. Edward C. Chauncey, and 
Mr. and Mrs.  F. A. Saunders. 
PLACEMENTS 
(Continued from Page 1) 
ham, Norfolk County; Audrey Pinch- 
beck, Amelia County; Ann Ragsdale, 
Southampton   County;    Evelyn Wise 
Simmons, Rockbridge County. 
Curriculum V 
Mary Evelyn Barham, South Nor- 
folk, Nancy Garth, Norfolk County; 
Geraldine Lockhart, Pulaski County; 
Phyllis Anne Simpkins, Russell Coun- 
ty; Jean Young,- Culpepper County. 
Curriculum VI 
Martha Armistead, Norfolk County.; 
Betty Jean Bonneville, Arlington 
County; Martha Jane Bradley, Roa- 
noke; Miriam Gore, Fairfax County; 
James     Logan,     Culpepper    County; 
The new members of Theta Sigma 
Upsiloh were initiated on April 30. 
They are: Ann Early, Barbara Cros- 
by, Joyce Jones, and Marsha Ham. 
Colony Optical Co. 
Prescriptions Filled 
LENSIS DUPLICATED 
Plastics of All Types 
162 South Main Street 
■p . 
115 East Market Street 
Phones: Day 627; Night 716 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 
SEND "MOM" RECORDS 
FOR MOTHERS' DAY 
We Pack Them for Mailing 
00O00 
LOEWNER'S 
MUSIC  SHOP 
17 E. Market Street 
IIMIIMHMIHIMIIIMIIIIIIIIIIII 
OLE VIRGINIA HAM CAFE 
85 W. Market Street 
HARBISONBUHC, VIRGINIA 
"Serving Country Meals in the City' 
T-BONE STEAKS — CUBE STEAKS 
Chicken and Country Ham Dinners 
Dietitian To Display 
Slides and Articles 
Mrs. Alma ■ Teeter, Assistant Die- 
titian, will entertain the members of 
her Food Cost Accounting Class and 
friends at a desert party on Tuesday 
evening May 15, in Senior Hall. 
Picture slides and articles character- 
istic of different countries, will be 
shown. Mrs. Teeter collected these 
during her travels in Europe last 
summer. 
Ward Thompson Buckley, jr!, son 
of Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Buckely of 
Charleston, Mississippi. Jean Ann is 
a member of Pi Kappa Sigma soror- 
ity. Bucky is in the Navy and is 
stationed in Texas. 
George Turner, Frederick County; and 
Dorothy   Wainwrigly,   Petersburg. 
Curriculum XI 
Joseph Bennington, Harrisonburg 
Machine Accounting Service; Mary 
Ann Garrett, N. E. A., Dept. of Sec- 
ondary School Administrators, Wash- 
ington, D. C; William Grandle, J. 
A. Willett, III, C. P. A., Harrison- 
burg; Mary Sue Murdock, Valley 
Builders .Supply Company, Wood- 
stock. 
Placements for Curriculum IX have 
not been announced. 
FREE PASSES 
Isabel Travers 
Ruby Lee WeHs 
Doris Mae Earnshaw 
Catherine Kyle 
Betty Jane Mothershead 
Ethel Hartzell 
Cornelia Jamerson 
Carolyn   Lautenschlager 
Elizabeth Turner 
Barbara Bidgood 
Three Grads Send 
Pupils ¥ot Tests 
Participating in the National Office 
Management Association program of 
tests were a number of students from 
neighboring high schools. These tests 
were sponsored by the Business Edu- 
cation Department and were given re- 
cently. 
These high school students took the 
typewriting and bookkeeping tests 
which are prepared by a committee of 
businessmen and educators who are 
members of the National Office Man- 
agement Association. 
Three graduates of the Business 
Education Department—Miss Jean 
Higgins of Louisa County High 
School;. Miss Patricia Newton of 
James Wood High School, Winches- 
ter; and Mi,ss Anna Preston Shepherd 
of Robert E. Lee High School, Staun- 
ton—sent some of their students to 
take these tests. The tests were ad- 
ministered by Miss Mary M. Brady 
and   Mrs. Mona L. Coffman. 
Madison students will also take 
these NOMA tests during the next 
two weeks. The NOMA tests are 
nationally known and recognized and 
in many instances are substituted for 
placement tests when application is 
made for employment. 
PRIZES 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Matching  picture   hats  framed   their 
faces,   and   boquets   of   snapdragons 
were  carried. 
With the presence of parents and 
relatives as well as the many beaux 
that roamed the campus, May Day 
with its coronation and dance proved 
to be one long remembered by all. 
GRAD SAD 
GLAD 
S-t-r-e-t-c-h those dwindling dollars 
by GREYHOUND 
the low-cost, convenient way home 
ONE WAY 
Chicago, 111.  
Charleston, W. Va. 
Charlottesville, Va. 
Bristol,  Tenn.   
Atlanta, Ga. _____ 
-$15.25 Roanoke, Va. 
Annapolis, Md. __—_ 
Williamsburg,   Va.   . 
Virginia Beach, Va. 
Washington, D. C. . 
Richmond, Va.  
5.20 
1.40 
5.95 
10.80 
4.00 
4.25 
5.65 
3.15 
3.15 
Blacksburg, Va. _ 
Baltimore, Md   
Lynchburg, Va. _ 
Philadelphia,  Pa. 
Pittsburgh, Pa. __' 
New York, N. Y. 
Norfolk, Va  
Winston Salem, N. C. 
Jacksonville,  Fla.   
ONE WAY 
 i 2.60 
    3.70 
_•    4.00 
    2.50 
    $.80 
 6.70 
-    7.65 
    5.15 
   4.85 
 13.15 
PLUS U. S. TAX.   Big EXTRA Savings on Round Trips. 
GREYHOUND      TERMINAL 
177 N. Main St. Phone 323 
- 
»*» 
GREYHOUND 
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SHOWGOER 
(Continued from Page 2) 
Glenn Ford as the shy, soft-spoken 
Hogan, whose life motivates every 
minute of the picture from 'the time 
he and his wife Valerie, played super- 
bly by Ann.e Baxter, start on the 
swing of'tournaments until he. stages 
the most dramatic comeback in the 
annals of sports, gives one- of his 
finest screen performances. His suc- 
cessful characterization was a triumph 
of physical as well as acting ability, 
for Ford had to play golf with the 
same perfection the real-life Hogan 
displayed in being the only golfer to 
win the U. S. Open twice. 
Dennis O'Keefe, who shares star- 
ring honors with Miss Baxter and 
Mr. Ford, plays the role of Chuck 
Williams, a breezy extrovert who 
temporarily occupies high rank among 
the pros, and June Havoc has the 
part of a socialite who falls for Chuck 
and finally snares him. Both add to 
the lighter moments of the story. 
"Yon were right, &«>***>* 
should have started from tn» 
end." 
It Happens Here! 
Recently Dr. Stephen J. Turille had 
an article published in the May edi- 
tion of the "Business Education 
World" entitled An Outline of Ques- 
tions and Projects for an Activities 
Unit on Using the Mail. 
In the article Dr. Turille includes 
a discussion on the types of mail and 
the proper ways to address mail. 
Gallimore Selected 
At a recentifieeting of the Porpoise 
Club, the following people were elect- 
ed as officers for the coming year: 
President, Sue Gallimore; vice-presi- 
dent, Lorraine Warren; secretary, 
Betty Rae Wilson; treasurer, Annette 
Younger and reporter, Coni O'Leary. 
French At Woelfel's 
Doctor Woelfel's house will be the 
scene of the French Club's annual so- 
cial, which will be held on Thursday 
night, May 17. 
The purpose of this social is to wel- 
come prospective members of the 
French Club for next year and to give 
them an idea of what goes on in the 
French Club. All students who have 
had one year of college French or twp 
years of high school French are quali- 
fied to join the Club. 
Academy of Science 
Harold Rhodes, George Roberts, 
Barbara Vavrek and Sonia Dorson 
are four students chosen to attend The 
DR. H. L CLAYMAN 
OPTOMETRIfT 
67 E. Market St 
9:30-5:00 Daily 
PHONE 1922 
Messick, The Winnah!! 
Messick, the home of the Theta Sigma Upsilon's, was chosen May Day 
as the best decorated sorority house. The house was decorated with a trellis 
of roses, a swing of flowers, and blossoms lining the sidewalk. 
Virginia Academy of Science Conven- 
tion at Lynchburg, which will begin 
today. 
Faculty attending are Dr. R. D. 
Cool, Dr. E. D. Miller, Dr. M. A. 
Pittman, Mr. C. P. Shorts, and Mr. 
J. C. Wells. 
Those  employed or planning to be 
employed  in   biology, chemistry, phy- 
sics,  math and  psychology fields are 
eligible to join the academy. 
Initial Meeting 
Delta Rho chapter of Delta Kappa 
fraternity held its initial meeting under 
national rules and ritual form" on 
Tuesday, May 8, at 7:00 p. m. The 
following men were sworn in as of- 
ficers for the 'Sl-'52 session by the' 
outgoing president, Ed Grandle; presi- 
dent, Bill Bowman; vice-president, 
Reid Waggy; corresponding secre- 
tary, Harry Jeavons; treasurer, Rich- 
ard Helsley; recording secretory, John 
Vance; sargeant-at-arms, Wells Peb- 
worth; chaplin, Marcos Freeman. 
Sigma Phi Lambda 
Jackie Brooks was recently re-elect- 
ed president of Sigma Phi Lambda. 
Other officers of the organization are: 
Nancy Turley, vice president; Pat 
Norwood, secretary; Anna Belle Shu- 
ler,   treasurer;   and   Lorretta   Kosh, 
JEWELERS 
John   W. Tallafe&To 
Sons 
54 South Main Street 
CAMUS A COMPLETE Lore 
OF ALL ACCTI STMUNG 
PATTXINS 
historian. 
Miss Bessie Richardson is the new 
sponsor for Sigma Phi Lambda. 
Class Project 
Carrying out their class project, the 
Sophomore class journeyed to college 
camp, to continue the painting and 
cleaniirg of the camp premises. 
Eighteen girls and Miss Elizabeth 
Patterson as chaperone went "to the 
camp where they painted the dining 
room, kitchen walls and cabinets. Red 
and green trimmings added color to 
the rooms. 
Representatives Elected 
Representatives for the various stu- 
dent organizations were recently 
elected by the incoming Junior Class. 
They are as follows: Student Gov- 
ernment, Joyce Bane, Nancy Hardy, 
and Grace Matz; Honor Council, Ann- 
ette Younger, Barbara Crosby, and 
Peggy Archibald; Student Faculty, 
Jackie Dedrick, Jane Moulse, and 
Betty MacFarland; and A. A. Coun- 
cil, Dot, Harris. . 
Pauline's Beauty 
Shop and College 
Shampoo and finger waves 
$1.25, haircuts $.75 
Permanent waves $5.00 
and up. 
Work done by the beauty 
shop students is half price. 
North Main Street 
Escaped Germans Recaptured! 
by Anne Reed 
Wednesday,   May   9,   about   ninety 
Germans  escaped  from the  walls  of 
Madison. 
German Club members boarded the 
buses at 5:30, decked in picnicing at- 
tire, and as soon as the food was se- 
cured, they were off; The sponsors 
chased them all the way to the City 
Park, but finally gave in to the Ger- 
mans when they saw the delicious food 
displayed and the wonderful time 
everyone was having, singing and 
swaying to songs and more songs. So 
the sponsors, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas 
Leigh and Dr. and Mrs. Raymond 
Dingledine and their little ones were 
introduced and they joined in the fun. 
However, about 7:30, the sponsors de- 
cided they had better round .up the 
escapees and take them back to the 
walls of Madison. The Germans sur- 
rendered with no regrets, since they 
had all had one of the best times of 
their lives. 
T 
Hardesty to Represent 
Virginia At Meeting 
Miss Ann Hardesty of the Home 
Economics Department is attending a 
meeting of the Executive Board of 
The Virginia Nutrition Council which 
is being held at the Academy of Medi- 
cine in Richmond, Virginia on May 
10th and 11th. Miss Hardesty repre- 
sents Virginia Colleges and Universi- 
ties on the Executive Board. The 
program centers around the Virginia 
Flour Enrichment Legislature and the 
Role of Nutrition in the Food and 
Agriculture Organization. 
For Photographs of 
Distinction Call 
THE LEE STUDIO 
85 S. Main Street 
Phone 1520 
A fine assortment of college 
jewelry at half the regular 
price. 
Watch repairing 
at reasonable prices 
our specialty. 
HEFNER CREDIT 
JEWELERS 
*•"" 
11 imii i ii inn ii mini III in i, 
8-WEEK COURSE 
RADIO 
REPAIRING 
TELEPHONE 291 
CHEW BROTHERS  j 
249 E. Water Street       ) 
»1 ) 
*i_r*»_f%_»~». 
I Intensive summer school training | 
sin shorthand and typewriting. A| 
= day course recommended for high | 
I school graduates and college stu-1 
dents. 
000 
Summer classes begin 
June 25 and July 9 
| Attainable objectives are: (1) the | 
I ability to take notes on lectures s 
land typewrite manuscripts; (2) 5 
| Basic training in essential business = 
|skills; (3) Credit toward .gradua-1 
| tion from a complete secretarial | 
course. 
oOo 
jj Request Summer School Bulletin   j 
j Strayer College j 
13th and F Sts., 
Washington 5, D. C. 
Telephone, NAtional 1748 
>HIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIII Ml llllilimlHMIHIII|tC 
State Theatre     FRIDAY—SATURDAY 
MAY 11-12 
RONALD REAGAN DIANA LYNN 
in 
"BEDTIME FOR B0NZ0" 
Starts   Sunday — May  13th 
THE STORY OF A MAN'S GREAT COMEBACK! 
THE REAL-UFE ADVENTURE OF BEN HOGANf 
Seamstresses Exhibit 
At Clothing Festival 
Much excitement and work has been 
centered* around Maury 12 in prepara- 
tion for the Spring Festival Clothing 
Exhibit to be held May 17, at 4:30. 
Girls have been working early nad 
late in order that garments will be 
completed in time to be shown. The 
garments promise to be interesting, 
attractive and varied in type and fab- 
ric. 
If the weather is favorable, the ex- 
hibit will be on the green in front of 
Junior Hall. If not, it will be held 
in  Wilson  Hall at the same hour. 
There will be a second exhibit of 
the Clothing Department in Maury 
12 on the same day, from 9 until 2. 
All garments made during the entire 
year will be on display at this time. 
Grad Adventures 
Last Monday, the Harrjsonburg 
Alumnae Chapter met' at the Hotel 
Elkton. The Madison Men's Quar- 
tet   furnished   the  music. 
Mrs. Garber showed the Madison 
Movie to the . Alumnae chapter at 
Culpeper  last  weekend. 
The Glee Club ensemble were guests 
of the Alumnae Chapter in Charles- 
ton, West Virginia when they pre- 
sented a concert for the chapter's 
annual banquet while on a West Vir- 
ginia tour. 
Betty Miller, a graduate of '49 is 
pinned to Robert F. Dobler, a gradu- 
ate of Northwestern University. Mr. 
Dobler is now in Germany with the 
State Department. 
WARNER 
BROS. VIRGINIA 
SUN. THRU WED. 
MAY 13-14-15-16 
HOPES 
FUNNIEST ROLES! 
He plays 
Santa Claus! 
He plays 
a Broadway 
character! 
DamonKunyon's 
LEMON 
DROP 
i ring 
Bob Hope   j 
Marilyn Maxwell DoydNolanj 
 JaneDarwell : 
A PlfMMnt Picturt with 
ANDREA KING • FRED CLARK 
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Tom and Jerry 
Cartoon 
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